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Markus Guhe

Daha (打波 – Pounding Waves)

T

he Japanese characters in the title 打
(utsu, to strike) and 波 (nami, wave)
present an image of waves continuously
pounding the coast. In its original Zen
context, it is a metaphor for the unrelenting striving and strict mental discipline involved in spiritual practice, which
ultimately aims at breaking through the

Honshirabe (本調 – Basic Melody)

habit of thinking only in a dualistic manner. Playing this piece is an aid in ridding
oneself of bad intention.
The steady pounding of the waves
as the tide comes in is reflected in the
pulsating breath; the willpower is expressed by the rapid movement and by
notes with a forceful attack.

Tsukikusa no yume (月草の夢 – Dream of the Dayflower)

F

ukuda Randō composed this piece
in 1929 for piano and shakuhachi.
He was a classical pianist, outstanding
shakuhachi performer, famous composer. He also founded the shakuhachi lineage called Azuma Ryū. He created many
romantic pieces on the intersection of
Western and Japanese music.

He was inspired to this piece by an
image of walking on the sea shore and
discovering small dayflowers. The dayflowers conjure up nostalgic memories
of childhood and a longing for long lost
friends.
The word tsukikusa (‘dayflower’) literally means ‘moon grass’.

Happy Bells on a TEE

A

lmost half a century after its inception Kraftwerk remain a major
source of inspiration. Their conception
on the man–machine forming a symbiotic unit rather than apocalyptic visions

of the future where life is controlled by
machines is an uplifting, positive view
on our interdependence with all types
of technology. Trans-Europe Express has
always been one of my favourites.

H

onshirabe is about beginnings. Often it is the first honkyoku (traditional shakuhachi solo piece) a student
learns. It is played at the beginning of a
concert, ceremony or practice. It is used
to try out a new shakuhachi.
Because it doesn’t use any advanced

techniques, it is a challenging piece: no
technical flourishes can hide shortcomings in musical expression or the player's
ability to control his mind, breathing or
performance environment.
The essence of this piece is to express
beauty through a simplicity of style.

Sōran Bushi (ソーラン節)

S

ōran Bushi is a sea shanty and one
of the most famous traditional Japanese folk songs. It was first sung by the
fishermen of Hokkaidō, Japan's northern
main island.
The accompanying dance depicts
ocean waves, fishermen dragging nets

and setting out the boat, pulling ropes
and lifting luggage onto their shoulders.
Onomatopoeic words like sōran (ソーラ
ン) or dokkoisho are used in call-and-answer patterns to coordinate movements
and keep time. Bushi (節) simply means
tune or melody.

Azuma Jishi (吾妻獅子 – Lion Dance from the Azuma Region)

W

hile honkyoku are serious pieces,
addressing matters of life and
death, the komusō (masterless samurai
turned itinerant Zen monks) also played
some hate or hirukara (‘afternoon’) pieces simply for enjoyment and relaxation
when they were free from the strict dis-

cipline of spiritual practice.
The piece evokes nostalgia for the
home region of Azuma (an old name for
Eastern Japan). It is a ‘lion dance’ piece
that is performed as part of Shinto festivals in that region.

Harvesting the Relaxed Rhythm

T

he legend of the Relaxed Rhythm
had been passed down through the
generations in the little village on the
foot of Mount Sanlauman. On his 96th
birthday, Kulaupanu sounded the signal to gather the villagers and send off

Shingetsu (心月 – Heart Moon)

T

a search party into the savannah in a
forced march. They were to harvest the
mythical Relaxed Rhythm. To commemorate this momentous event, Kulaupanu
composed a piece, documenting in detail how the quest unfolded.

he poetic title has no simple trans- ness. Both tranquility and dynamism are
lation: the two characters 心 (shin, transcended to embrace the whole of creheart, mind, spirit) and 月 (getsu, the ation. It is the quietest honkyoku piece.
Moon, representing enlightenment and
other-worldliness) are simply juxtaposed.
Watazumi Dōso links the title to the words
of Chinese Zen master Panshan: ‘The enlightened soul is like the solitary moon,
its light engulfing all.’ The piece depicts the
clear moon reflected in a pure heart in solitary confinement; it symbolises the true
reality underlying all dualistic thinking.
This uncluttered piece is characterised
by extremely long phrases. There never
seems to be enough breath, no matter how hard one tries. These long onebreath phrases evoke a sense of calm and
stillness through a serene, pure sound. Yet
there is dynamic movement in the still-

Tone no funauta (利根の舟歌 – Boat Song of River Tone)

T

one no funauta is a modern piece by
Fukuda Randō for two shakuhachi.
Shakuhachi duos are still rare.
Fukuda said, this piece was inspired by
the song Sendō Kouta, which was very

popular at the time.
It combines a clear rhythm evoking an
image of rowing boats on the river with
a melody reminiscent of people singing
a song.

Koden sugomori (古伝巣籠 – Nesting of the Cranes)

T

here is a large group of pieces in the
honkyoku repertoire called Tsuru
no sugomori (‘Nesting of the Cranes’),
showing how much this melody has

been cherished over the centuries. Koden
means ‘old transmission’ and refers to
the fact that this is the oldest known
version, probably close to the original.
The shortened title is usually used instead of Koden tsuru no sugomori.
In Japan cranes (tsuru) are considered
sacred birds, revered for their beauty but
even more for their mating for life and
self-sacrificing love of their offspring.
The piece depicts the mixture of feelings
of parents and adolescents: fear, joy,
pride, exuberance, sadness but most of
all compassion – and of course the excitement of the first flight!
This version has five distinct sections
and is a technically complex piece using many different techniques like karakara, korokoro or tamane to depict flying
birds, their calls and interactions.

Meck, Meck, Meck

B

efore creating this piece I set some
rules. It should be between three
and four minutes; be improvised but
use ‘Meck, Meck, Meck’ from Wilhelm
Busch’s poem Max und Moritz as ‘basic
rhythm’; have multiple layers with one
instrument each; be recorded in one take
for each instrument; use shakuhachi.
I ended up with 31 tracks using 29 in-

struments, doubling two shakuhachi.
The recited text is the ‘3rd prank’ of
the poem Max und Moritz by Wilhelm
Busch (1832–1908), author of many
witty poems and one of my childhood
heroes. The poem tells the story of two
scallywags, seven of their pranks and
their deserved fate: being ground up in a
mill and eaten by chicken.

Sanya (三谷 – Three Valleys)

T

here are many variants of this piece.
While the original meaning of the
name was lost over time, many explanations have been offered since: it refers
to the act of begging for alms by the
komusō; it describes its melodic shape:
three peaks of high notes surrounded
by simpler, peaceful parts; it is a Japa-

nese transcription of the Sanskrit word
meaning meeting; it means mental concentration; it alludes to a semi-mythical
abode of enlightened beings or to the
‘three jewels’ of Buddhism: the Buddha,
the teachings and the community.
The piece originated in the Nagoya region.

Hama Chidori (浜千鳥 – Beach Plover)

H

ama Chidori is a popular children’s subject of many songs.
song composed by Hirota Ryūtarō
The lyrics to this song speak of young
in 1919. Plovers (chidori) are often men- plovers crying for their parents across
tioned in Japanese literature and are the the sea.
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